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A_gT_ACT
A thin-skln thermocouple test was conducted to cb%aln heat-transfer
data on the Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle during the ascent phase of
the fliEht profile. The test model was the O.OI75-scale thin-skln
thermocouple model (60-OTS) of the Rockwell International Vehlele
configuration. The test was conducted in Tunnel A at nominal Math num-
bers of 2.5, 3.5, J_.5,and 5.5, and a free-stream unit Reynolds number
of 5 million per ft. Heat-transfer data were obtained for angles of
attack of O, ±5, and I0 de_ and yaw angles of O, 3, and 6 deg. The
Integrated Vehicle model was teste_ with the external tank configured
with both a smooth oglve nose and an ogive nose with a sphericai nose
tip (nipple nose). The remainder of the test was conducted with the
external tank installed alone in the tunnel. The testing required 56
hours of tunnel occwancy from March 30 through April 2 and May 20
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"4. 1 l i I _ _ i
!
!,
The present tests vere conducted to obtain heat-transfer-rate data
on the Bl_ce Shuttle Integrated Vehicle at simulated assent flight condi-
tions. The components of the vehicle produce a complex flov field vith
many shock interactions. Although progress has been made in anal_zing
shock interference heating, experimental data are still relied upon tb
_, provide vehicle design information. One technique resulting from
_ analytical studies is the ratioing of interference heating t_ undisturbed
values. During the present tests, the external tank was tested alone so
:_ that these heating ratios could be constructed and so data quality could
..,: be confirmed.
Mush of the tnformatiQn presented in this report was derived fro_
: 7
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al, a 2, a 3 constants used to calculate R, defined in
context
ALPHA-PREB_D sting prebend angle, deg.
ALPE%-SECTOR tunnel sector angle, deg.
b model wall thickness, in,
Cp model wall specific heat, BTU/Ibm-°R
CoR. center of rots%ion
dTe DTWDT derivative of model wall temperature With
_'_ respect to time, OR/see.
FIT LEN_fH time span over which a linear leas_ squares
" vs _s am_ed,
see •
GRIT code indicating boundary layer transition
confi_uration on model
hi HI heat transfer coefficient in an interference
flow field, BTU/_t2-see-°B
hREF ]_EF reference heat transfer coefficient, based on
1-foot full scale radius sphere, based on
Fay-Riddell theory,
8. 39 "o ' "o
BTU/ft2.soe-OR
hu RU heat transfer coefficient in an Undisturbed
flow field, BTU/ft2-sec-°R










h(.95To) H(.95 TO) heat tlanefer coefficient, cIJ[.95To - _],
rfU/f_.sec.OR
h(RTo) H(TAW) heat transfer coefficient, _A/[RTO - Te], ---
BTU/f_2-seo-OR
M,o MA¢_ freestream Mach number
Me Mash number at the edge of eoundary layer
Lo L orbiter reference length, in.
Lg L SRB reference length, in.
IT L ET reference length, in.
: 0_ mated space shuttle vehi_lej orbiter, _k,
and SD
Pc PO stegnation pressure, ps_a
Pol s1_N_nation _mstLre dOwnStream of a normal
shock, psla
_ p_ PS freestremn static pressure, psia
_ heat transfer rate, B_J/ft2-sec
Q(PSl) freestream db_mmic pressure, psi/" _00 ,
: r R recovery factor
• _ R analytical te_peratur_ ratio, TAW_o
reference nose radius, Scaled from l-f_t
RN f.ll scale, _t
RE/I_ RN/L uni_ Reynolds number, million per foot
SFR ST FR theoretical s_agnation point Stanton number
for a scaled l-foot full scale rsdius sphere







N,J I | l I I _ I F
i
xmmna (ao.tlnu)
i SlN_OL _OWXC _0_
_ solid rooket booster
t time, seo
ti_ initial time, lee
T T temperature, OR
, Te temperature at edge of boundary lATer, OR ..
To _O tunnel stilling ohamber temperature, OR
' Tw TW model Vall tem_eratu_e_ oR
", Tel ....................................initial model wall temperature
-' T_ freestream Btatic temperature, oR
---.. _.,. Taw TAW adlabatle wall temperature, oR
i_,
T/C EO T/C NO thermocouple n_nber
-_': V_ V i_reeetreamvelocity, i_/8ee
". v model vall density, Ibm/ft3
.. _. Xo XO orbiter longitudinal eoordtnate_ in.
i Xs XS SRB longitudi_ual coordinate; in.
_, , _G_ _ _ longitudinal coordinate, in.
b*. ('
_:",'_. X/L X/L longitudinal _sitlon as a fraction of
...." i fuselage reference le._th
,' T lateral coordinate, in.
' _ Z ver_loal ooordinate, in.
a ALPHA model angle of attaok
BETA model angle of sideslip
7' 7
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¥ ratio of specific heat of air
6 local model surface _-_le to freestream
flow
_B? BDFLAP body flap deflection angle, deg.
6e ELEVON elevon deflection angle, deg.
6SB SPDBRK speedbrake deflection angle, deg.
MU viscosity, lb-sec/ft2
p RHO density of air, elug/ft2
PHI model roll angle, angular location













I f I I i , ,
_ONFX(_RATIONS I_OA_--'D
T_e test model was a O.0175-ecale, thin skin, thermocouple=equipped
represen_ation of the Rockwell International Vehicle _ confi_,_ration of
the Space Shuttle. Sketches of the model are presented in Figure 2,
Figure 3 shows photographs of the model. The integrated model vas composed "_
of the orbiter vehicle, exter_lal _ank, ann two sol_d rocke_ booster mntors.
The externa] tank vas designed with two _nterchangeable nose tip
configurations. The two nose tip profiles are shown in FigurQ _- Th_
smooth nose configuration was an extension of the ogive contour o: the_
forward section of the external tank. The nipple nose con_._ra"
a spherical nose tip extendoi fr_ the ogive r:ert,,
The model was constructed of 17-_ PH stainless steel. The nominal
skin thickness was 0.030 in. at the instrumented areas. All thermocouples
ve_e spot-_Idn_ tO the inner surface of the model and the skin thlckn ss
was measured at _ach thermocouple location.
Boundary-laMer trips were designed to be form-fitted to the orbiter
and the solid rocket boosters. The orbiter and solid rocket booster
trips consisted of 0.020-in.-dia. stainless steel balls spot-welded to a
thin, stainless steel band. The trips attached to the orbiter at an
Xo/L o of 0.04 and on the solid rocket boosters at an Xs/L s of 0.019. The
trip ring on the external tank consisted of a band of No. 36 Carborund_
grit located at an XT/LT of 0.069. A pictorial view of the trip ring on
the external tank with the smooth and nipple noses attached is shown in









The model conft_urstions _ested consisted of the external _amk alone
./
-_ with either the smooth nose_ Ft_e 3b, or the nipple nose, Fibre 30.
" , installed and all protuberances removed and %he integrated modO1 wl%h the
: nil_le nose installed on the external %a_, FigUre 3a. No data veto
_' recorded for the orbiter model during this test.
,i
i-_ ' Model _omponente were denoted as follows t
_-" NO_A_r£ONON MO_ ¢_MPO_
........" Smooth Nose _30 Tank &1o_e _rlth
_. ET Alone smooth nose
_:i_ Nipple Nose TL_ Tank 81ode with
,_, ET Alone nipple nose
• :_i O. 020 in. dis. trip
_.:., on orbiter and
_ S-_'s,no grit on
._:,. %a_k, nipple nose
=' tank
./
_,_ and S_B's, 0.0_0
=, in. balls on
_ orbiter, nipple
'!':' nose _ank
i. o_s(_) _;_c_ _ _lo"16 a_9 s_ _ v8w_-r _tedresole_+_
_. _" external stringers
. .: on irrterst_;e unit
_ between X.OXand




on the ET,O.020 in.
°'_ balls on the orbiter
i:_: and SRB,nipple nose
tank
' • 10
•. _ : ..•.... •..... :..... , .... .......... ............_!
COInvf_lq.A.T'$OICB_IV'_J_O,A_'tD (Concluded)
The grit code indicates the type of bouu_ar_ layer tran|ition strip
used as follovss
0 no grit or balls on ET, 0.020 in. balls on
orbiter and SRB
l 0.020 in. bells on orbiter , _, and S-I_
2 0.031 in. balls on ET, 0.020 _n. balls on
orbiter and SRB
3 no. 36 _rlt in 0.25 in. wide strip on orbiter,
]_, ud 8_B
0.020 in. balls on orbiter and SRB, no grit on
tank
5 no. 36 grit on F_, O.020 in. ball on SRB and
orbiter stringer on interstage unit between
L0X and LH2 lines




Tunnel A stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 15-, 60-, 150-,
or 300-psid transducer leferenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic
comparisons with secondary standards, the uncertainty (a band-width which
includes 95 percent of the residuals) of these transducers was estimated _-
to be within +--0.2percent of reading or +-0.015 psia, whichever was greater.
Stilling chamber temperature was measured with a copper-constantan ther-
mocouple with an uncertainty of +_3°F based on repeat calibrations.
The model temperatures were measured with iron-constan$on thermo-
couples with an estimated uncertainty of +--0.5percent. Originally there
were 837 thermocouples installed on the model. A Beckman_ 210 an_log-
to-digital converter was used in conjunction with a CDC 160-A computer to
record the temperature data. Tables IV and V show the locations of the
thermocouples utilized during this test.
The standard Tunnel A instrumentation system is designed to record
a maximum of 97 thermocouples. To more efficiently accommodate the
thermocouples on this test additional equipment was installed. A new
terminal board was fabricated that allowed 291 thermocouples to be con-
nected at one time. An existing three-position switch was incorporated
that was used to select a group of 97 thermocouples to be recorded during
each model injection. All the model thermocouple leads were terminated
at quick-disconnect plugs. These plugs were easily interchanged with .
mating plugs that attached to the terminal board. In this manner, a
00000001-TSB03




i_ pre-selected group of 291 thermocouples could be rapidly connected, and









i!I The AEDC von Karman Facility (VKF) Tunnel A is a aontinuous, closed-
,li.. circuit, variable density wind tunnel with an automatically driven
i_"..i;_, flexlble-plate-type nozzle and a _0- by _O-in. test section (see Figure
4.::: 2c). The tunnel can be operated at M_ch numbers from 1.5 to 6 at _-
[;:: maximum stagnation pressures from 29 to 200 psla_ respectively, and
': :' stagnation temperatures up to 750°R (M - 6)., Minimum operating pressures
® !
_'_i ran e fr m about one-tenth one-twentleth of the maximum at each Math
;_ mlbe_. A description of the tunnel and.airflow calibration information












: The desired model attitude was established prior to injecting the
model into the flow. When the model reached tunnel centerline, it vas
i_mediately translated forward into the undisturbed tunnel i_o_. The
:. thermocouple outputs were scanned approximately 20.times per second
starting prior to model injection into the airstream and continuing about
sec. after.the model reached the tunnel centerline. After each inJec-
: tion, the model was cooled to an isothermal state using hi6h-pressure
" air.
.. Data were obtained at angles of attack of O, ±5, and 10 deg. and yaw
angles of O, 3_ and 6 deg. Table I sunm_izes nominal freeltream test
, conditions.
Uncertainties of the basic tunnel parameters were estimated from
repeat calibrations of the Pc and To instruments and from the rel_Dat-
ability and uniformity of the tunnel _low during calibrations. The
parameters, Pc, To, and M= with their uncertainties, were then used to
compute the uncertainties in the other l_rameters dependent on these by
means of the Taylor series method of error propagation. Table l








The reduction of thin skin thermocouple data normally involves only
:" the calorimetric heat balance which in coefficient form is|
•'. d_/dto.;. h(_o) - wbcp_o _' (l)
-: Radiation and conduction losses are neglected in this heat balance, and
:!__ data reduction simply requires evaluation of dTw/dt from the temperature-
2: time da_a and determination of model material properties. For the present
_:_ tests, radiation effects were negligible; however, conduction ei_eets can
be significant in several regions of the models. To pennlt identification
_: of these regions, and to improve eval,_atton of the data, the followiug
_:. procedure was used.
). Se_tlon of vagables and integration of Fat.(I) assuming @o_%ant
'_. w, b, Cp, and TO yields:
-,.: (,,:_:;. wb cp eo
..,; Differentiation of Fat. (2) with respect to time gives!
? h(To)._d - (3)
/.
Since the left side of _q. (3) Is a constant, plottlng versus %line
V." will give a gtraight llne if conduction is nggltgible. Thus, deviation
from a straight line can be interpreted as a conduction effect.
_" The data were evaluated in this manner, and generally a linear por-
tion of the curve was used for all tbermo@ouples. A linear least-s_uares






The value of the initial slope is high when the model is located on the
tunnel centerline in the rear test section. As the model is translated
forward out of this region into the undisturbed tunnel flow a new linear
slope is established that is the desired value of d/dr JD[(T o - T_i)/
(To- Oene , for antho co=plos a of less
than or equal to 0.05 the Curve fit was sf_-f_d at the time the model
reached the tunnel eenterline. The curve fit for thermoeouples with a
value of XT/LT greater than 0.05 and less than or equal to 0.i started
1.0 see. after the model reached eenterline. The curve fit for the
remaining thermocouples started 2.0 see. after centerllne to ensure that
the model was clear of"any dlsturbance in the aft part of the test section.
The curve fit extended for a time span, which was a function of the
heating rate, as shown below:
Range Number of Points
d_/dt > _ 5
z6 < d_/dt _ :_ 7
8 < d_/dt_ 16 9
< dTw/dt _ 8 13
2 < aW/dt _ _ 17
1 < d_/at_ 2 S5
d_/dt < l _.l
The above time sl_ns were adequate to keep the evaluation of the
right side of Eq. (3) within the linear region. The linearity of the fit
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DATA REDUCTION(Continued)
Strictly speaking, the value of Cp for the material was not constant, as
assumed, and the following relation:
Cp = 0.0797 + (5.5_6 x I0"5)T, (I.T-I_. PH stainless steel) (_)
• was used with the value of Tw at the midpoint of the curve fit. The _" l
:o- maximum variation of Cp over the curve fit V-_s l_s than 1.2 percent.
The value ot density used for 1.T-_ 1_ stainless steel was
w = _8o.ol_/rt3
The maximum available tunnel s12Lgmationtemper_cure for each Mash
number tested Is listed in Table I. With these relatively low sta_tlon
temperatures, the difference between the model wall temperature and
.... recovery temperatUre was generally small in reglons of peak heati_.
: This _iI temperature difference causes the calculation of the heat-
transfer coefficient to be very sensitive to deviations from the actual
adiabatic wall temperature. TWo values of the heat-transfer coefficient
_ have been calculated based on an assumed constant recovery temperature,
_. neaely h(To) and h(O.95To). To account for changes in the recovery
._, temperature a third value of the heat-transfer coefficient has been
_: tabulated based on an analytical temperature ratio, R = TAW
_ The analytical method for determlning R was developed by Rockwell
International and has been used to calculate h(RTo). In this method, the
-. following relat_onshlps were assumeds










r ,, 0.898 for turbulent flow
_th r being the recovery factor and the su_scr_Ft • identifying local
properties st the boundary-layer edge. From these relationshipej the
te_rature ratio can be defined as
2
l+0.2rM e
R. i + (7)
which is a function of the removery factor and the local Math number.
The local Naeh number can be written
.,. Me - Me (M=, 8) (8)
where = identifies the freestream property and 8 is the local su_e
angle of attack. Standard matrix techniques (see Reference 5) were used
to derive the following relationship for 8.
i 8 " arcSin (sin e cos a + cos e cos _ sin a)
where
a = alpha-sector, deE.
_ r011 model + phi, deg.
0 - local model deflection an_le_ deg.
The edge conditions were cm_puted rro_ M_ and 8 using the tangent cone
flaw theory. The following relationship was u|ed to calculate the tern-
:. perature mtlo_





The values of the constants used for this test are:
_, al aZ a3
2.5 0.943 o.ioo4 2.Z6
3.5 0.9278 0.1004 Z.065 ..
h.5 0.9183 0.i00_ 1.870
5.5 0.913 0.1004 1.695
The method used to calculate the analytical temperature ratio, R,
has been applied to all of the tabulated data. The method represents a
simplified approach to a more realistic evaluation of TAW. However, in
regions of separated flow or complex interaction, the values calculated
for R m_7 no longer apply and should be used with extreme care.
Data obtained using the Rockwell analytical method for determining
R were used to calculate interference to undisturbed ratios of thin film
coefficient as follows:
rh calculated at a given thermocouple location on the]
Itank in the mated configuration during a test run at I
: /a given a, B, and M_ J
hi k
=-. hu rhcalculated at the same thermocouple location on theI
lisolated tank during a test run at the same _, B, Jland _ for windward surfaces and at a = 0, B = 0Landmatching M_ for leeward surfaces
These data are presented in plotted format in the Data Figures. The
:. datasets plotted were modified to rotate all phl's by 180°. Thus, the
top centerline of the external tank is at a phi of 180°. The basic data






Heat transfer coefficient data was recorded for the external tank
t and SRB only. The thermocouple locations used during this test are Riven
'1 [
i in table IV.
' em_
i"} Estimaged uneel.ta/nties for the individual terms in Eq, (2)were
"i used in the T_71or series method of error propagation to obtain uncer-
i'
,.: talnty in values of heat-transfer coefficient as given below:
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TEST: IHhl & IH_+IA DATE,:MaY, 1975
TEST CONDITIONS
m l i
l _ ,,, •, |
STAGNATION STAGNATION UNIT REYNOLDS
MAC}_ PR_SURE TEMPMRATURE hREF, NUMBER
_0_m_ (P::IA) oR (B_ Is_c-_-°") (MILLION Pm _OOT)
_._ • 32 66O O.062 5.O
._ 5 57 g_o 0.o_5 5.0
_.5 '_5 665 o.ot_7 5.o
5.5 17a 7ho o.o_5 5.o
Approximate un,_e.*'ta_ntJesin tunnel flow l_rsm_iers are shown as Follows:
1'4c¢ Moo P_, TO R eoo.
2.5 0._ o._ O.5 ] .3
3.S 0.5 o._ 0.5 I.?
_.5 0.4 0.? 0.5 I._
_.5 0.3 o.? o.5 1.3
COM}4RN_._:_ _- r"jn u:,,iel_t,_;tr,_en+,e,w_%h 837 _ron (-onstantani:be_o-
coulq.er. S_.eInstmImentation, Test Procedure, and Data Reduc-
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TABLE IIl. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BCOY - B62
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cot.flotation IAOC orbiter fuselage_ MCR RO0_.
Similar to I_OA/B fuselage except aft body revised and improved midbody-
wing-boot _atring, xo = 9_Oto Xo = 10_O. ..
MODELSCALE. O.0175
DRAWING NU_ VL70-O001_OC,-.o00_02C,-000205A,VLTO-OOOSOOB,-000203
_nsth (_: F,dStaXo= 23e),in. i_0.3 _.58
Length (OML: Fwd Sta Xo = 235), in. 1293.3 22.63
Max Width (At Xo = 1528.3), in. 264.0 A.62
Max Depth (At Xo - 1A6_), in. 250.0 _.38
Fineness Ratio _.899 _. 899
Areaj Ft 2






i TAN_ r_I. NOUm,_mrszo_LI, raTA (Oontinu_)
MO_ OOMPO_FIsCANOPY- C12
' GERERALD_SCRIPTIOXz ConfiKuration 1$0C orbiter canopy. Vehicle
cabin No. 31 updated to MCR 200-RA. Used with fuselage B62. _-
• NOXZLSOLI_: 0.0175
I_ ]IU_ VL?O-O(X)IAOC,-O00202Bj "000204
])_msxows: _ SCALt _m_,
Length (Xo - &34.6k3 to 578), in. 1A3o357 2.508
Max Width (At Xo = 513.127), in. 152.412 2.667








_, TAN_ III. IOIZL DIItlI_ONAL DATA(Co,_t,ued)
DBSCRIPTIO]f: Elevon for configuration I_OC. Hinpline at
t
__:. Xo = 1387, elevon split line Xw " 312.5, 6,O"jbeveled edges, and e_k
•: cent erbodies.
i.
._:.,: _, SC_.Zz o.o175
-;:. _ JlUl(m_z VL?O-OOOIAOC,_)06089, -006092
:/:i" Area - Ft 2 210,0 0.064
Span (equivalent),in. 349.2 6.iii
-i, Inb,d equivalent chordj in. 118,0 2.065
/ OUtb*dequivalentchord 55.19 0.966
Ratio movable surface chord/
" total surface chord
;;_ At Inbtd equiv, chord O.2096 0.2096
_ At OutbId equiv,chord O._004 O.4004
*i) Sweep Back Angles,degrees
=_:.: Leading Edge o.o 0.0
TrailingF_ge - 10.056 - 10.056
_i Hingeline 0.0 0.0
Area Moment (Product of area & c), Ft 3 1587.25 0.008
: Mean AerodynamicChord., in. 90.? 1.587
"_': Hingelinedihedral (origlnat





MO_gL _RPO_z BODY FLAP - FIO
X_S_RIPTIONs Configuration IAOC body flap. Hingeline located
atxo = 1532,zo = 2s7.
MOX_ _JLLI_:0.o175
_: VLTo-oooI_oc,-355114
m_msxoNs, _0_ SCA_ .0Z_scuz
Length (Xo = 1525.5 to Xo = 1613),in. 87.50 1.531
Max Width (At L,E., Xo = 1525.5), in. 256.00 A._80
Max Depth (Xo = 1532), in. 19.798 0.3A6
Fineness Ratio
Area - Ft2
Max. Cross-Sectional (At H.L.) 35.196 O.O11
Planform 135 •O0 O.O&l
Wetted






TABLEIII. MOIl_ _ONAL DATA(Continued)
MO_L COP_O_, OMSPOD-M16
_C_I_OH: Configuration _OC orbiter OMSpod - short pod.
t_IEL SCA_: o.o175
_:. _ _: VLTO-OOSAOI,-O08AIO
_, DDcmrsxows: _ SCAtZ lqONa,SCAglt
,
_ Len_h (OW_:t Sta Xo = 1310.5), in. 25S._0 _..5_
Max Width (At Xo = 1511), in. 136.8 2.394
_ Max Depth (At Xo = 1511), in. 7_.."K) 1.307
)"
; FinenessRatio 2._8A 2._8_
Area - Ft2
_





T._I_ Irx, No_ _01_I, DATA(Continuea)
na, ae,oHR,r, - R19
GEB_%_ DBSCRIPTIONI Configuration 1AOC orbiter rudder used on center-




D_O_: FULLSCAIZ _ SCA_
Area, Ft2 i00.15 0.031
Span (equivalent), in. 201.O 3.517
Inb'd equivalent chord, in. 91.585 1.603
Outb,d equivalent chord, in. 50.833 0.900
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0._00 0._0
At Outbid equiv, chord O._00 0._00
• Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 3_.83 3_.83
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hingeline 3_.83 3_.83
Area Moment (Product of area & _), Ft3 610.92 0.003




T.a._ z_. _mL m_mmZO_LT,_'A (Contemns4)
MO_EL O0_s BOOSTER SOLID ROCKETMOTOR - 822
O_l_I, __'IONz The B,_R,_is an external propulsion eyetm which
- is JettisOned and recoverable after burnout. The BS_ts can be re-
_ aa_
furbished and reused after recovery.
MO_ SCALEz O.0175
z_a4vn:z_.,_n.a,mRsvc77-0oooo2c, VC7o-ooooo_, VC72-O00OO2C
. _o._z z,'uzz.,sa.uz _lz, eOU,le
X_nsth 1789.60 31.318
Max Width tank diameter, in. i_.00 2.555
Max Depth AFT shroud dis., in. 208.20 3.6_3
...._ Finen, s Ratio 8.596 8.596
Area, Ft2 1





WP of BRSHcenterline gO0.O
v
FS of BSI_I nose 7_3.0
BP of BS.r_ centerline 250.5
_ 34
O0000001-TSC11
iMO_L OOMPORmTs EXTERNAL TANK - T28




Length 18_. 275 32.275
MaxWidth 331.00 5.792
Ff.nenessHatio 5.5?2 5•572




_Ai_J_Zz'z. mini, _DamszomLf,Z_A (¢ontimaed)
NOIZL _))(PO_WTz EXTgI_AL TANK- T)O





Max Width 331.00 5.792
Fineness Ratio 5.572 5.572
Max. Cross-Sectional Area, ft 2 5%.6?8 O.1821
36
...." ;:_;;" " '; °° ° - 00060001 -TSC"°1°°3'
T_ I_. _I:)_LD_ONA_ DATA (Continued)
NDI:_ELCOMX:K)IImI't: V'Ig,_ICAL- V0
6E_ _ESCRIPTION: Configuration liOC orbiter vertical tail I
(identical to configuration IAOA/B vertical tail).
era..
MOIEL SCALE: 0.0175
_RA_ _. VL70-O001_OO, -O001_6B
SCALW SCA I
TO_ L DATA
Area (Theo) - Ft2
Plan form _13.253 O.127
Span (Theo) - In. 315.72 5.350
Aspect Ratio i.675 i.675
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio 0.404 0./+04
Sweep Back Angles, Degrees
Leading Edge 45•000 _5•0OO
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
O.25 Element Line _I.13 _i.13
Chords:
; Root (Theo) WP 268.50 _.699
Tip (Theo) WP 108.A7 1.898
MAC 199,81 3._97
Fue. eta. of .25 MAC IA63.35 25•609
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 11.122
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0 0.0
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle, deg. i0.OO iO.OO
, Trailing Wedge Angle, deg. i_.92 IA.92
Leading Edge _adius 2.00 2.00
Void Are_ 13.17 0.00_0










TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Concluded)
MODEL COMPONENT. WING - W127
/" GENERAL DESC_IPTION: Configuration IAOC orbiter wing, MCR 200-RA.
Similar to 140A/B wing WII_ but with refinements; improved wing-boot-
i midbody fairing (Xo --940 To Xo = 1040). Elevon split line relocated from
Yo = 281 to Yo = 312.5).
_ MODKL SCALE: 0.0175 DRAWING NUMBS:R: VLTO-OOOIAOC, -O00200B
:'i DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL S_ALE
, TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo.), Ft 2
Planfonn 2690.O0 O.82_
Span (Theo), _n. 936.68 16.392
Aspect _atio 2.265 2.265
,., Pate of Taper 1.177 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200
i.... Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500 3.500
Incidence Angle, degrees O.500 O.500
...." Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 3.000 3.000
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
i':, Leading Edge 45.000 AS.000
-, Trailing Edge - i0.065 - i0.065
" 0.25 Element Line 35.209 35.209
.,., Chords:
!--_. Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 689._ 12.062
,, Tip, (Theo) B.P. 137.85 2._12
'-.: MAC _7_.81 8.309
,' Fus. Sta. of .25 MAc 1136.83 19.895
w.P. of .25MAC 290.58 5.085
_._ B.L. of .25 MAC 182.18 3.187
_:i EXPOSED DATA
_ Area (Theo), Ft2 1751.50 0.,q36
_i Span, (Theo), In. BPI08 720.68 12.612
_.:, Aspect Ratio 2.059 2.059
!_ Taper Ratio O.2A5 O. 2/4.5
:.:, Chords
:_' Root BPI08 562.09 9.837J
,, Tip 1.00 5/2 137.85 2.&12
_: MAC 392.83 6.875
_[ Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1185.98 20.755
,._ w.P.of .2_ MAC 294.30 ._.500
-,: B.L.of .25MAC 251.77 4.406
_'_ Airfoil Section (Rockwell Nod NASA)
. xxxx-64
;" Root b/2 = O.113 0.113
.."". Tip b/2 = 0.120 0.120
Data for (i) of (2) Sides
_, Leading Edge Cuff.
Plardorm Area, FtL 113.18 0.035
Leading Edge Intersects Fus N.L.@ Sta 500.00 8.750
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TABLE IV. EXTEHNALTANK THERMOCOUPLELOCATIONS
1 l l ...........
T/C MODEL SCALE _ SKiN
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DECREES) THICKNESS
i i i i i n i i i
60o .o_ 1._18 o.o .o3_
6Ol .05 1.61_7 .03k5 ,,
6O2 .06 1.9377 :O_03 7 2.2606
60_ .08 2._36 .03_2
605 .IO 3.2295 ": .O310
606 .15 _.8_2 .0306
607 .20 6.1_59 .O31_1
608 .21 6.7819 .0_2
609 .22 7.10_ JJ299
610 •30 9.6885 •0325
611 •35 11.3o32 •o33_
612 •36 Z1.6262 •0331
613 •37 11.9b,91• •0331
61k •375 12.1106 •O331
615 .38 12.2_1 .o331
616 .385 12.R335 I .o331
617 •39 12.595 i •0332
618 •395 L_.T_65 i I 4b033
619 .b,O 12.918 .O332
620 •405 13.o79_ •O331
621 .kl 13.2hO9 .O331
62_ ._.15 13._o2_ .o332
623 .k2 13.5639 .O3R9
62_ •_25 13.7253 •0332
625 .b,3 13.8868 .o331
626 ._ 14.2o98 .o331
6s7 ._5 1_.3712 .o328
628 •_5 1_.5327 .0328
629 .455 lb,.69_2 .o323
630 ._6 1 Ik.8557 .O331
631 •_7 15.1786 .o331
6_ ._8 15.5o15 .o329
633 ._9 15.82_5 .0326
63_ •50 16.1_75 .o318
635 .55 17.7622 •0335
636 .6o 19.377 .o3_
637 .65 20.9917 .03_
638 .7o _.6o65 .o_5
639 .75 2_._12 .o3_,
611o .8o 2_.836 .o3_5






i .... I II I I I I
T/C MODELS_ALE _ SKZ_
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DEGREES) THICKNESS(L_CW,S) (Z_CW.,S)
6_2 .86 _._73T o.o .o3_7
663 .87 28.0966 .O3_5
6_ .88 28.bZ93 .0_ , --
6_5 .89 28.7_3 .o338
6_ .90 29.o653 .o331
6_8 .926 sg.9LIk .0305
6k9 .95 30.6802 _ .0308
650 •35 11.3032 i_. 25 •033].
63z .36 11.@62 .033o
652 •37 ii.9_91 .,O331
653 •375 12.1106 •0330
65_ .38 ]2.2_]. .o33o
635 •383 L?. _335 •0330
656 •39 17..393o •0330
65r -r565 o 3o65e ..,,, _.9z8 i .o_
659 .1_05 13.079_ I . .0329
660 ._.z ].3._Z_o9 .033o
66z ._.)._ Z3.1U3_ .0333.
662 .42 13.5639 .O330
663 •_25 13.7253 i .O329
664 .43 z3.8868 .o3_6
665 ._ 1_.L_)8 .0328
666 ._5 zt',.53_'i' .o_8
667 •_!i5 1_..69_.2 .0398
668 .46 lb,.8557 .O3Tr
669 .47 15.1786 .o3_
670 .h8 15.5015 .0326
671.. .49 z5.82_5 .0327
672 .50 16.1475 .0320
673 .60 19.377 .03k7
67t_ .70 22.6065 ,03_7
6?3 .80 2p.836 .0360
676 .85 27._507 :O_7 6 773
678 .e'r _8.0_/_6 .o._
679 .88 28._.].95 .03_Z
680 .89 28.7_ .0336
681 .90 _9.o655 .033O
682 .gz _.388_
68_ .9_ 3o.68o2 ,, .03o8
..... ,
0000000q-TSDO3
TABLE IV. EXTERNAL TANK THEHMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
(Oontinued )
ii ii i ilii i
T/C MODEL SCALE _ SKIN
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DEGREES) THICKNESS(INCHES) (INCH S)
685 •33 IO.6573 17.O •O331
686 •3_ 10.9803 .O331 ,.
68T •35 11.3032 •O331
688 •36 11.6262 •O331
689 •37 11.9);91 •O331
690 •375 12.1106 •0330
691 •50 16.I;;75 ' •O331
692 .60 19.3770 •O3_5
693 .70 22.6065 .O328
69_ .80 25.836 .o35_
695 .87 28.0966 _, •O3A9
696 .926 29.911_ .o3o_
697 .o15 ._8_ 29.8 .o32_
6_ .o_ .9688 , .o3_
699. .o5 1.61_7 .o35o
;.. 7oo .o7 2.2606 ' .0329
.: 7Ol .1o 3.2295 .o3_97os .15 _.8_2 !I .o311
l: 703 .20 6._59 29.8 .033b
70_ .30 9.6885 .o31_
705 •35 11.3032 .o325
. 706 •375 12.1106 .O32_
707 •50 16.1_75 •0325
708 .6o 19.377 .o3_9
709 .7o _.6o65 .o3_9
710 .80 25.836 i •0357
•O352
.87  ,8.os ir
712 .926 °9.911_ .O306
713 .o15 ._8_ 37.7 .0323
71_ .o3 .9688 _ .o327
715 .O5 1.61_7 .O3_i
_ 716 .O? 2.2606 .0326
717 .lO 3._295 .O3_3
• 718 .15 _.8_2 .O30_
719 .20 6.h59 .O330
72O .30 9.6885 .o311
7_ •35 I]..3032 .o321
" 7_ .37_ L_.z_o6 .o321
: 723 .50 16.1_75 , .0322
724 .6o 19.377 .o3_8
7_5 .7o _.6o65 .o35o
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'_: TABLE IV,, EXTERNALTANK THERMOCOUPLELOCATIONS
_: (Cont_.nued)
i ' 1. n
!"_ T/c XODZLSCAL_ _ SXZN
:: NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DEGREES) THICKNESS
r (INCHES) (_c_m,_)
• i i m. i i
: 727° •87 28.0966 37.7 •03_8
,, 7N .9N N.9111 .0306
, 729 o.o o.o 18 o .o3_I
_' 730 .003 _P° .o_
_i:i: 731 .0103 •0323
=:" 7_ .ozp ._. .0397
733 .02 .6b,p9 .O_k
;: 73_ .o2p .8073 .0327
_i_ .032P: 73P .03 .9688
_!_ 737 .0_ 1.2918 _0341
_. 738 .o_ 1._53_ 18o.o .0336
_: 739 .06 1.9377 •o331
.... 7_ .o7 2.26o6 .0329
_ 7_1 .08 2.p836 .0306
i _ 7_2 .10 3.999P .0333
C; 7_3 .:m_ _.o_8 I .0306
7_ .zp _.8_2 .o3_o
i_:, 7_P .17P p.6p16 .0296
I _" ': 7_ .20 6._.P9 .0311
_°_ 7h7 .21p 6.9_3_ .o3_I
;i_ 7_ .13 7._8 .o3ol
•: 7_9 .2_ 7.75o8 .O"agP
!_o: 750 •2P 8.0737 .027_
<: 7P1 .30 9._P •0339
_o 7_'# •3P 11.3oy-.
_'i: 753 ._0 12.918
7P_ .po 16.1_7p .o3_
i_ _p .60 19.377 .03_7
___ 756 .70 99.6O65 .0337
_ 757 .80 2p.836 ,, :oO_
7:_, 760 .2p 8.0737 .0284
_J 761 .27 8.7196 .0299
_ 762 .30 9.6885 .0370
763 •3_ 10.33_ •0376
?_ ' _ .3_ 1o._3 .o3"r_
°_ 76p 36 11.696_ .o37o
. 7:_ .38 _._7_1 i_ .o_
1 : _ ': ' 1 _ 7 •_0 12.918 /,,,
__ 768 ._3 7._78 _7,5 ".0_903_6






TABLE IV. EXTERNALTANK TKEPJ4OCOUPLELOCATIONS
(Contlnued)
i
T/C MODEL SCALE _ SKIN
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DEGREES) THICKNESS(INC_mS) (INCW-_)
770 .27 8.7196 2_7.5 .0305
771 •29 9.3655 IF •0359 ...
772 •30 9.6885 24_.5 .0364
773 •31 iO.O11_ r .0367
77_ .32 IO.334_ •0370
775 •325 1o.4958 .o36_
776 •33 10.6573 .0368
777 •335 iO.8188 .0368
778 •3_ lO.98o3 .0368
779 •3_5 11.1417 .0367
780 •35 ii.3032 .0366
781 •355 1].,_647 .o365
782 •36 ii.61_62 •0365
_3 .365 11.7876 .0366
78h •37 11.9_91 .o364
785 •375 i_o.11o6 .o361
786 .38 2.272]. .0360
787 •39 12.595 •0359
788 .hO I_°.918 •0356
789 .50 16.1475 .O3_7
790 .6o 19.377 .o329
791 .70 _. 6065 •O315
792 .80 25.836 II "0351_
793 .90 _'9.o655 .03h5
794 ._7 _.T196 _58.O .o312
795 •_9 9.3655 .O361
796 .30 9.6885 .0367
797 •31 i0.0114 .0367
798 •32 Io.334_ .0369
799 •325 10._958 .0368
800 •33 ].0.6573 .0368
801 •335 IO.8188 .0368
802 •3_ lO.9803 .0368
80 •3_5 11.1_17 .0367
80_ •35 ii.3032 .0367
805 •355 11._6_7 .o367
806 •36 Ii.6262 •0366
807 .365 ].1.7876 .0365
808 •37 11.9_91 .O36_
809 .375 12.1106 .o36_
81o .38 12.2721 .o36_








L._ , _ ' ,, ,
_ T/C i MODELSCALE _ SKIN
" "° I x/,. (oEos, ,,i=ss(zsc_s) (ZNCW.,S)i i I i i i el I •
_ 82 ._o 12.918 _58.o .o361
," 813 .23 7./4278 _7o.o .0306
:. 81/4 ._I, 7.7508 . o'-_75 --
815 .25 8.0737 .0282
: 816 ._7 8.7196 .o3z3
._,,j I
=9 817 •29 9.3655 i •0358
°_l 818 • 30 9.6885 .036/4
7, 819 .31 lO.o_/4 .0367
:. 820 .3,9- io.33_ .0368
,: 821 .32_ lO._958 .o369
: 822 •33 .0.6573 .0368
'- 823 •335 i0.8189 •0367
i- 82/4 •3_ 10.9803 •0369
" 825 •3/45 _. 1_17 .0368
.... .0368826 •35 11.3032 I
8e8 .36 _.6262 'i .o369
829 ._$5 11.7876 .0368
_" 830' •37 11.9/491 .0367
: 831 •375 12.1106 •0365
832 .38 12.2721 .o365
833 •39 12.595 , .0361
,,_:'i 83_ ._o 12.9z8 = .0360
835 .50 3.6.1/*75 ' .0352
_ 836 .60 19.377 •o33_
.,,: 837 •70 22.6065 I .0316
.....: 838 .80 25.836 _I .0358
<: 839 .9o _.o655 .o3_8
8_0 .23 7._278 292.5 .0276
::.-" 8/41 •25 8.0737 •0287
....7" 8/42 .27 8._96 .03.%8
: 8/43 •30 9.6885 •037_
-:'_. 8_ •33 IO.6573 •0369
o 8/45 •35 L%.3032 .o363
" 8_6 •37 11.9/491 .0361
_" 8/47 .ho 12.918 .0357
: 848 •/45 z4._327 .o3_
81,9 •50 16.1/475 .03_5
":: 850 •55 1% 7622 .0333
"': 851 .60 19.377 •0332
....,; 852 .65 20.9917 .0327
_:: 853 .7o _.6o65 .o317
_i 85h •75 2_.221P II .03/43




TABLE IV. EXTERNALTANK THERMOCOUPLELOCATIONS
(Continued)
i
T/C MODEL SCALE _ SKIN
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DEGHEES) THICKNESS
,m, m|i i i
85P .8o 2p.836 292.P .o3_2
3ot.4 .o 3 _857 27.L_78 0360
858 .85 _7._5o7 .0358
859 .86 _>7.7737 •0355
860 .87 28.0966 .o351_
861 .88 _.419P .o35_
862 .89 28.T_5 .O352
863 .9o 29.0655 .0350
86_ .gz 29.388_ .03o6
865 .9-o6 29.9_ If .o3o7
866 .80 25.8360 309.3 •O35h
867 .8Z 26.1580 : .0356
868 .82 26.4819 1 .03569 3 8048 _ 355
870 .o4 1.2918 315.o .o3_6
871 .05 1.61_7 .O3_8
872 .06 i.9377 •0335
873 •o7 2.2606 , .0327
874 .o8 2.5836 .o315
875 .io 3.2295 315.o •0339
876 .15 _.81_.2 .030],,
877 ._O 6.459 .0330
878 •35 zz.3032 •O358
879 ._0 lO..918 .o351
88o •50 16.1_,75 •o3_
881 •55 17.762 •o33_
882 .60 19.377 •o331
883 .6P _o.9917 .O3_6
88_ .70 _.6o6p .03].3
885 .75 2_._le .0353
886 .8o _5.836 .o35_
887 .8_ _T._78 .O3P_
888 .85 s7._5o7 .o351
_89 .8_ _._3_ .0359
890 .8-_ _8.o_ .o3_o
89Z .88 _8._195 .03_
89_ •89 28.7_5 .O3_9
893 .90 _9.0655 .0338
89_ .9Z _9.388_ .0305
895 .9_ _9.911_ : .03o6




i TABLE,IV. EXTEE_AL TANK THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS(Continued)
. i I i
1 NO. X/L XFHOM NOSE (DEGREES) THICKNESS(zsc Es) (z.cas)
: 897 .42 13.5639 322.3 .O346
:_ 898 .435 I_.0_83 .0356
899 •45 I_.5327 .O3_O
ii 900 •50 16.1475 I .0334 --"
901 .60 19.377 .0335
9oz •70 2_..606_ •03_
:: 903 .80 25.8360 .0350
,: 904 .87 28.0966 Ir .o3_2
=_ 905 . _2 13.5639 330.2 •o3_5
_,' 906 .435 14.o_83 ..03_3
907 •_.5 i_.539.7 •o341
:_ 908 •50 16.1_75 .0311
_ 909 .60 19.377 i •O3_O
_ 910 •70 22.6065 .0330
911 .80 25.836 .03_7
i_ 912 .8T 28.0966 .O3_8
_-ii" 913 •935 30.1958 . .0306
914 .9_5 3o._187 _ .0309
915 .o_ i.EO18 337.5 .o3_I
: 916 .05 1.6147 .o_5
917 .06 1.9377 .0331
. 918 .o7 2.z6o6 .0320
_-_= 919 .08 2.5836 .O326
920 . lO 3.2295 •o333
_.', 921 •1.5 4.8_2 •0307
"ii 922 .20 6._59 _ •O33_
923 ._2 13.5939 .O341
" 9_4 •_35 zb,.o483 .o34o
°- 925 •4P I_.532? •0337
", 9_6 .85 27._.507 ' .0_4
'. 927 .86 _'.7737 : .O3_3
, '.. 928 .87 28.0966 .o3_2
92q .88 28._195 .O3_0! _', .
_=., 930 •89 28.7_25 •0338
___: 931 .90 29.0655 .0330
-_.... 9_ .91 _9.388_ .o3ok
_" 933 .926 29.9114 _r .O305
:" 934 .415 13._O24 3_3.12 .O3_3
935 .42 13.5639 .O3kO
°- 936 .l_25 13.7253 .O339
o 937 .43 13.8868 .O3_9







I i i i i,
T/C MODELSCALE $ SKIN
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE THICKNESS
| , ...... . . .m • , ,...
939_ .445 14.3712 343.12 •0335
940 •45 14.5327 •0335
941 •50 16.1_75 .0328 "
942 .6o 19.3770 .o345
943 .7o 22.6065 ,r •o3249_4 .80 25.836 .o3_1
945 •35 11.3o32 31_8.o .o351
9_6 .36 11.6262 •0350
94T •37 11.9491 •0349
91,_8 •375 12.1106 ,0349
9_9 .38 12.27_1 •o3_
950 •385 12.4335 .o3h
951 •39 12.595 •o3_3
952 •395 12.7565 •o3_
953 ._o 12.918 .o3_2
954 •_05 13.0794 •o3_I
955 .41 13.2409 .o341
956 .415 13.4o2_ •03_o
957 .42 13.5639 .0339
958 .425 13.7253 .0339
959 .43 13.8868 .0340
960 ._ 14.2098 .0339
961 .l_5 14.3712 •0339
962 •_5 14.5327 •0337
963 •_55 14.69_2 .0337
964 ._6 14.8557 •0335
965 .47 15.1786 .0334
966 •_ 15.5015 •0331
967 •49 15.8245 •0331
968 .85 27.4507 .03_3
969 .86 27.7737 i .0342
970 .87 28.0966 .0341
971 .88 28.4195 .o3_o
972 .89 28.7425 .0335
973 .9o 29.0655 .0327
974 •91 29.388_ •0305
975 •926 _9._114 •0307
976 •95 30.6802 !' .0309
977 .o12 18o.0 •o351
978 .o15 .o3_5
979 .o18 .o3_2
980 . o2_ _ •0332
47
O0000001-TSDIO
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: TABLE IV. EXTEIh_ALTANK THERMOCOUPLELOCATIONS
(Oo.aludod)
_" T/C M()DELSCALE _ SKIN
NO. X/L XFROM NOSE (DEGI_ES) THICKNESS
[_ i ill iu,, il
• 981 •o31 1.8o.o •O397
982 .o2o o.o .o3_o
.'. 983 . OP.5 _ .03L_'2 ,,.:" h 030 o32h
9F15 .o1_o 2.7o.o •O3_
9go, .050 .o34_
=ii 9av .c_o .033B988 .070 •O331
" 989 . o,_tc) . o31k
990 .I00 , ..O3_1
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J
............... ' , _ . '_ _,,.,x_. 7 :,-Z_- '7 7v .'C . _ ,¢_'_" ,.:" ._
00000001-TSD11
i-::" TABLEV. SOLID ROCKETBOOSTERT_tMOCOUPLELOCATIONS
o,., [i _ ,,,,




looO .115 399.19 6.986 18o .030
_ lOOl . Po 5_5. oi; 9.538 .030
.....: 1.oo2 .225 588.17 io._x)3 .030
,' :1003 .p5 6 31.30 1l. oN'_ .030
].ooI_ .3° 717.56 19._57 .030
r lOO5 .llo 89o.o_; 15.576 .o31
,i Ioo6 •5 lO62.60 ]_.596 .o3oi.
:: 1007 •55 llh8. P_ PO. 105 .030h
loo8 .6o 1_35.12 _1.615 .030
=_i lOO9 .65 13m .'3_ _3.t_4 .o3o,o
_/ IOlO •7 14o7.6h P_.63t_ .oP9
i011 •750 II_93.00 26.1143 -098
:' IOI_. .80 1580.16 97.653 •0_'9
_ 1013 •£75 1790.55 29•917 I •030 !
{: 10114 .975 1795.81 31.427 .0299
I _ I_ m 1015 .939 IS99.963 31.849 _i .0292
1016 •953 181_I_.58 32.279 ]75 .0285
< 1017 •q67 1867.89 32.688 I •0"_99
;,_ I01_ •980 1891.09 33-091_ , .0301
o_j. !019 .9n_ IOll_.37 33-_op •0305j_o, 1020 •115 399.19 6.986 925 •030
_ 1021 .1_3 _6.70 7.817 •030
_=_i 109.2 .171. 1495.01 .ORn
.._. .... _ .66,3
-_,:7 I0_3 •_ 5145.Oh 9.53P, •o3o
!021_ •3 717.56 __.5_7 .o3n
=W..: 109_ . |1 Rc_9._ 15 • ,:'.r(, .031
,/
o°.... 102g •5 leaP. 60 ]8.5._ •0303
,_;' 10P7 .55 11148.86 #O. 105 .030P ;
o_. 109.q .6 1235.19 9._1..615 •030
,,.o. lO'29 .65 1321.38 _3.1 _;_ .o309
,,, ]030 •7 11407.6_ 9h.63_ .o#05
'" : lO31 .8 158o. 16 ,°-7.g53 •o,°_"
-""".[ 1032 ,875 1709.'_5 .--x9.,917 .0_'_,h.
_'": I0_3 .9P5 705.81 31.I_98 II .OmO
=_:".. io3_ •)53 184h.53 32.R70 ,?30 .o_)_
o_ IO3_ .c_7 1867.al 39.6_ .0,'x16
:{.:. 1036 ,9_o 1891,o9 33.09;, ,030
i 1037 •9914 1911_.37 33.5o9 II •030











lO39 .o09 Po3.89 3.568 97o ,0305 --.
lO4O .ooa 213,27 3.732 .030
lohi .o5 p86.26 _.OlO .o30
1042 .1 372.52 6.519 .030
Io43 .12 407.024 7.123 •030
Io4;_ .I_-7 419.lO 7.33h •030
lOJ_5 .134 431.17_, 7.5h6 ,030
nh6 •173 hqs.146 8.793 .030
L047 .If_O 5I0..5_ 8.q34 .030
lOl;R .186 5-o0.887 o._16 i .030
lO49 .lO_ 532.96_ 9.327 .030
105o •_ 545.04 9.538 .030
1o51 .2_ 631.3o 11.oI_8 ,o3o
.I052 •3 717.56 19.557 .030
1053 .h 89o.08 15.576 .o314
I054 •5 Zo6p.6 18.596 •03o5
!n55 .g 1%5.19 PI.615 •0309
105g •7 14o7.fi_ p4.634 .o3oP-
I057 •75 ' 1493,g 26.143 .o985
IO5_ ._ 158o,16 P7.653 .030
1050 •g75 _709.55 _. 197 .030
1060 •97-5 1795.81 31.4_7 .O301
1061 .oq3 184_.53 32.979 .O_S
io6_ •_7 1867,PI 3_.68_ .0_8
1063 .980 1891,Oq 33.ogh .OPR7
lOg_ .q91_ 1911,.37 3_.5°9 II .n_
log5 •_ 5 390._9 6.9_ 3_5 .o3o
lO66; .l.h3 I0_6.7 7.817 .030
io_7 .171 I_95.oi f_.66B .030
1_8 .,-, 5_,5.o4 q. 5_ .030
!o69 •S 71% 56 19._57 .O30
"LO'rO •5 106_.6 18.59'_ , .0305
1071 .6 1935,12 91.615 .030
1072 •7 14o7.6_ _4.634 .0"=95
1073 .8 I_8O.16 _7.653 .o['9.5
lO74 •953 18_. 53 3P-._79 •o[_9
1075 .967 1867.81 39.gP.q .0L_95
1076 •980 1801.Oo 33.094 Ii .o_8




TABLE V. SOLID ROCKETBOOSTERTliERMOCOUPI£LOOATZONS
(Cont_ re,e,.1)
ii ii
xlL SaA MODEL ¢XmoMosz
xo(ZNC S) (ZNmmS (DE . ES) (ZNa S) --
lO78 •_ 545. oh o. 53_ o .nBn
1079 .h ago.O8 15.576 .03_1
1080 .6 iP39.12 Pl.615 ! .03o
I .OPqP1081 •7 1407.64 _4.634
1082 •75 I493.9 P6.1AS .oP_
1083 .8 1580.16 9-7.653 I •OPo5
108_ .953 181,4.5 3 3P.9-79 i .opol
1085 .967 1867.8] 3P._8_ t .o_,?l
1086 .o_ ].,391.09 33.09;' ' .09_5
1087 •o9)) 19111.37 33.50." _ .030
1082 .115 399.19 6.q86 Ii5 •03°
1089 .!1,6 451.88 7.90_ .030
1090 .1/"7' 505.36 8.8))h .030
1091 •6 1935•ip P.I.615 .030
1092 •7 1407.64 _h.63_ .o9o7
lO93 •p 1580.16 P7.65,° Ii .030
i09_ •_15 399.19 6.986 76 .030
lO95 .Ie8 42o.83 7.364 .030
1oo6 .lhg h51.88 7.098 .030
1097 .P 545.Oil 9.53A .03°
1098 .h 890.08 15.576` 1 •0315
IOQ9 .6 1935.iP Pl.615 'Tg .030P
ii00 •_ 1580.16 P7.653 .o3o
iioi •875 17o9.55 99.917 .q30
Ii0_. •05 286.26 5.01 I "030
_I03 .I. 37P.59- 6.519 .03_
I104 .] 1._ 3qQ.1o 6.9_ •o3o
1105 .1h6 h_I.P,P, 'r.Oo#_ , ..030
I]!n •953 1,qitli. 53 3P.P7:, ! .n 30
1119_ .q_O !2o'I. 09 33. O011 _ .o30
] 113 •9_h !O_ h.37 33.50_ i' . o3o
lllk .II_ 399.I0 _.9a6 ]ol, . n_o
1115 .iP9 )i,.'X).a3 7.362# I .030
1116 .I46 )_5].88 7.o08 i .030
J.l17 .9 5I)_.Oh 9.538 .030
1118 .h 590.08 15•576 .0314
I]1o .6 !9_5.19- 21.615 .0309
llPO .8 !58o.16 _'f.653 i I . o,oo_
, 5]




TABLE V. SOLID ROCKET EOOSTER THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
_ (Co_tihues1)
i
" FULLSCAT_ _D_L SCAL_ _ mo_
_o. xo (INCUS) _XFRoHNOSE T_Om_S
f 119..1 •875 1709.55 29.917 iO_ •0'299 _"
"- 1_2 •115 399.19 6.986 135 .030
:_ 11_3 .146 451.88 7.9O8 •030
_ 1_ .177 505.36 8.844 .o30
i _ 1125 .2 5_,5.o_ 9.538 .o3o
1126 •3 717.56 12.557 .o3o
: 1127 •5 lO62.6o 18.595 .0305
L198 .6 1235.12 21.615 .o3o2
_; 112.o •7 1407.64 _4.63h .0298
'-_i 113o .8 158o.16 97.653 .o_5
) 1131 •875 3.7.O9.55 29.917 •030
( 1132 .9_5 1795.81 31.49.7 •030
:" 1133 •953 1844.53 3?..27q •0995
.i_: 113_ .9_7 1867.81 3_..688 .0_9,5
_," 1135 .9_n 1891.O9 33.o9_ .030
i:_[ 1136 •99_ 191_.37 33.502 _ .0999
•_. z_oo .o_3 _7_.8 h. 8o9 155 .03o
1201 .O5 986._3 5.OO9 .O30
_-, 1202 .o57 297.65 5._o9 .03o
," I_o3 .o6_ 3o9.o9 5._m9 .o3o
12o_ .o9o 35_._6 6.9.17 _, .030
i: 12o5 .1o 37_,51 6.519 •030
_ I_O6 .o_ 286.23 5.oo0 1_5 .o_)8
:: 12o7 .09 355._6 6.917 | .030
," 17.08 .i00 372.51 6.519 _ •030
_,, 17.09 •05 286.23 f_.009 olq .05)98
_ .1,_ n .o? 3."5.26 6. ?.I• / .030
_ __ 1 .30 379.5.1 6.qlq _ .0_0
t: !.91_. .Oh3 eTh.8 h.809. 9.9.5 •030
,.. l_z_ .o_ _.86._3 5.oo9 .o3o
1911_ .057 ?97.66 _._ .030
: ioI_ .06_ 309.09 5.)_09 •030
[ 1P16 .Oq 355.26 6.?.17 •030
1917 .I0 379.51 6.519 I_ •030
3.?_) .q65 16hh.8?. 29.l_h 18h.95 •0L_95
17.21 •975 1682.07 ?.9._36 •0t_96
1229 •985 1699.39 29.738 .0299
12_3 .095 1716.57 3o.oho _ .o_




TABLE V. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
(Coreluaed)
,, ,, i
T/C X/L FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 4}
wo. xo (zscrms)XFROM_OS_ TRICK_SS(_cm_s (imps) ( NCU ) .-
1925 .97_ 1689.07 29._36 2o0 .03o
12t_ .985 1699.%_ .,'29,.738 1 .o_)8
1297 •995 1716.57 3o.040 1 .o_x99
1228 ._ 1664.82 99.134 92o .0298
12P9 .97_ 1689.o7 _. Ik_6 / .0.298
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Schematicview of Tunnel A.
e. Sehematle Vlev of _unnel A
P__ure P. Cont_ nued.
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_:"'_, The plotted data have been modified such that phi at the
_t!'. top centerltne of the tank :is 180 ° The tab-listing data
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The tab-llstlng data presented has phi of 0° at the
top centerline of the tank.
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